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Abstract: This study provides an overview of popular and famous algorithms and techniques in shadow maps generation. Well- known
techniques in shadow maps generation is described detail, along with a discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of each. Basic ideas,
improvements and future works of the techniques are also comprehensively summarized and analyzed in depth. Often, programmers
have difficulty selecting an appropriate shadow generation algorithm that is specific to their purpose. We have classified and systemized
these techniques. The main goal of this paper is to provide researchers with background on a variety of shadow mapping techniques so
as make it easier for them to choose the method best suited to their aims. It is al-so hoped that our analysis will help researchers find
solutions to the shortcomings of each technique.
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1 Introduction
Shadows are one of the prominent effects to make a
realistic virtual environment as, the distance between
objects will be observed through the shadows with respect
to the light sources. Although shadows are the main factor
of realist virtual environments, they are expensive in order
to rendering in real-time [19,17]. Video games equipped
with shadows look realistic as gamers feel playing in real
environments and enjoy as much as possible [16].Games
without shadows are not pleasurable to gamers.
Nowadays, video games supported with soft shadows or
even hard shadows are in order to enhance the realism of
virtuality.
Rendering of realistic virtual environment in real-time
has always been a main issue in game engines. In the real
life, natural scenes include a huge number of small and
big materials that are difficult to model and take a lot of
time to render and require a substantial amount of
memory. Victory on this problem has been an attractive
topic and challenging problem for many researchers
during the couple of current centuries.
Many algorithms are proposed for shadow generation.
Shadow Maps and Shadow Volumes are the well-studied
algorithms for casting shadows on other virtual objects.
Geometrically-based of shadow volumes causes high
number of calculations [20].
In this paper the basic ideas, improvements and future
works of the techniques are presented. The main goal of
this paper is to provide researchers with background on a
variety of techniques so as make it easier for them to
choose the method best suited to their aims. It is also
hoped that our analysis will help researchers find
solutions to the shortcomings of each technique.
Compared to previous surveys, the main strengths of this
research include the following four points: First, it
includes all widely used algorithms and shadow
generation techniques and describes them in detail, with a
main focus on current algorithms. Secondly, we have tried
to reveal all the advantages and shortcomings of each
algorithm and technique. Thirdly, a hierarchy of the
development of each algorithm based on existing
drawbacks is expressed. Finally, the current work
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proposes a series of suggestions which are aimed to
remove the drawbacks and improve the short-comings of
each algorithm.
1.1 Shadow Maps
Shadow maps are significant milestone in the evolution of
shadow generation in computer graphics [39]. They are
image-based, therefore there is no need more calculation
compare to shadow volumes which are expensive in the
case of rendering. Shadow maps are fast enough in
rendering then they are employed in different fields of
computer graphics such as computer games, animations
[14] and motion vision [18]. Shadow mapping algorithms
include two phases. At the first stage, the whole scene
must be rendered from the light position. Second, the
whole scene must be rendered again but from camera
point of view. If any pixels can be seen from second
rendering but not from first rendering it means located in
shadows else in lit. Shadow maps are convenient for
generating soft shadows because it has aliasing and to
omit aliasing, most of proposed algorithm creates a soft
outline automatically. The variety of different algorithms
in shadow mapping is one of the problems faced by
researchers by complicating the selection of the
appropriate algorithm. In the following the most popular
algorithms are introduced.
Fig. 1: Left: theory of shadow mapping. Right: standard shadow
mapping
Generating shadows using shadow maps algorithms
are easy, fast and widely used. The efficient use of
shadow maps create soft shadows of high quality and
higher frames per second compared to geometrical based
algorithms. In comparison with shadow volumes, they
have some advantages and disadvantages [35]. In this
regard several researchers explored and reported in state
of art [8,41,33,7,42,1,2,26,17].
1.2 Image Based Algorithms
Many techniques based on shadow mapping, have been
proposed to alleviate aliasing. For instance,
super-sampling, adaptive sampling and stochastic
samplings are three unique examples. Super-sampling
uses more than ocitene regular spaced sample per pixel. It
reduces the aliasing without regard to the number of
samples. Adaptive sampling uses additional rays to trace
the edges between the previous rays [15]. This method
suffers from the huge number of required rays. Although,
both techniques do not eliminate aliasing, adaptive
sampling is better for anti-aliasing.
Aliasing is a critical drawback of shadow maps [35].
Many researchers are involved in solving aliasing
problems of shadow maps [8,41,33,7,16,42,26,32,12].
Some of the interesting algorithms that have been
proposed are introduced in the next section.
Yang et al. [41] improved VSM and published a paper
entitled” Variance Soft Shadow Mapping” (VSSM).
VSSM is based on PCF [33] to reduce the aliasing by
filtering. Dimitrov [7] with the NVIDIA Corporation
proposed cascade shadow to create soft shadows. This
new technique was based on a type of shadow mapping
called” cascaded shadow map” (CSM). CSMs are usually
useful for wide scenes such as large terrain or forest [24].
Generating some layers and set the appropriate resolution
enhance the quality of shadows for wide environments.
CSMs are suitable for semi-soft shadowing which are
used in outdoor rendering.
1.3 Filtering
Reeves et al. citeReeves1987proposed a technique to
reduce aliasing by filtering, a technique which they called
Percentage-Closer Filtering (PCF). This algorithm, by
filtering the depth map with interpolation of binary data,
attempted to produce monotonic data in the outline of a
shadow. This method involved binary values. If applied to
depth maps, it would cause the shadow edges to be sharp,
and soft anti-aliasing would not be possible. In original
shadow maps, if the depth map is less than the texture
average the pixel is in shadow. The opposite is true in lit
regions. Traditional shadow mapping features sharp
outlines and a lot of aliasing. In contrast to traditional
shadow mapping, PCF follows these steps in reverse,
which means that the data must be filtered first to produce
new binary data. The next step is to produce the filtered
data average. The new data can range between 0 and 1
without the requirement that the data be exactly 0 or 1.
Figure 2 illustrates this as well. Some games and game
engines use PCF directly to implement soft shadows.
Fernando [9] proposed a technique known as Percentage
Closer Soft Shadow (PCSS) to create soft shadow. It
includes two steps - occluder search and PCF filtering.
Some drawbacks of PCSS are:
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–A single planer near the shadow map that does not have
a convenient approximation must be assumed
–No appropriate self-shadowing in some situations and
requires more bias
–A fraction of light which is blocked by occluder must
be considered to equal the PCF filter weight
–Incorrect estimation of average depth, therefore,
results in the calculation of incorrect visibility values
–Searching shadow maps and performing percentage
closer filtering requires the computation of more
shadow maps, leading to non-achievable performance.
Fig. 2: Comparison between ordinary texture map filtering (A)
and percentage closer filtering (B)
1.4 Transparent Supporting
Lokovic et al. [31] proposed a technique entitled Deep
Shadow Maps to reduce aliasing. Deep shadow maps
need to store fractional visibility functions. As a result,
percentage closer filtering can be used as a pre-processing
calculation. Deep shadow maps produce high quality and
fast shadows for very complex objects such as hair. This
algorithm has some advantages and shortcomings. They
are faster in lookup and more efficient in memory use.
Another benefit of deep shadow maps is the ability to
produce a transparent shadow for transparent objects.
They also support self-shadowing. A further advantage of
these algorithms are using for shadow of motion objects.
This algorithm can implement shadows of non-rigid
objects such as glasses and clouds. Finally, the last
advantage of deep mapping is mip-mapping support.
Deep shadow mapping reduces lookup costs especially
when different scales are used in viewing.
Fig. 3: (a) A ball of hair with 50,000 hairs. (b) Normal shadow
map (512*512), (c) Normal shadow map (4096*4096), (d) Deep
Shadow Maps (512*512)
Expensive rendering is the biggest shortcomings of
these kinds of algorithms compare to traditional shadow
maps with the same pixel resolution.
1.5 Synchronizing and Matching the Resolution
Pixel size mismatches between two renderings of
environment in shadow maps causes aliasing. The pixel
size in the view point and the light point are different
because of two different points of view. Fernando et al.
[9] resolved shadow mapping aliasing by using a
technique to synchronize the size of a pixel in both
view-points. This was accomplished by saving the depth
map in a different structure on be half of the normal flat
two-dimensional view. A hierarchical structure is taken
into account to enhance the image quality. In creasing the
resolution is another technique which is employed to
increase the quality. ASMs store depth map in a
quad-tree. Each node of the quad-tree is supported by a
fixed resolution. Each shadow map is split by a fixed
number.
[23] proposed a technique based on adaptive shadow
map algorithms called ”Resolution Matched Shadow
Maps (RMSMs)”. In this method depth map must be
stored in a quadtree with a desirable resolution. RMSMs
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Fig. 4: A conventional 20482048 pixel shadow map
generated shadows in a single step, but ASMs generate
shadows using iterative refinement, reducing the
rendering time. Unlike ASMs, RMSMs require a little
geometry because of the approximation of sample
positions.
[34] proposed ”Adaptive Volumetric Shadow Maps
(AVSM)”, which was an adaptive algorithm that was
constructed on ASM using deep maps. It is technique that
offers good-quality non rigid and complex data such as
smoke.
[37] proposed perspective shadow maps. They
implemented PSM in a normalized device coordinate
space. PSMs work as standard shadow maps independent
of what is captured in the camera ”Post Perspective Space
(PPS)” instead of the word spaces.
At the first stage, the whole scene, including the light
source was transformed to the PPS, and then the scene is
render from light position. During this rendering, the
depth buffer was enabled. This buffer stored an image
called the ”Perspective Shadow Map”. PSM reduced the
aliasing and created sharp outlines as well as shadow
volumes. Assigning gradient resolution from high to low
for near and far objects respectively is the main idea of
this technique.
1.6 Self- Shadowing and Soft-Shadowing
[8] introduce an algorithm which called Variance Shadow
Maps (VSM). The algorithm is based on shadow mapping
for enhancing anti-aliasing which is the main issue of
shadow maps. They stored mean (µ ) and squared of
depths distribution (σ2 ). on be half of a single depth
value (z-value). VSMs generated soft shadows as well as
PCFs. The variance of depth value helps to approximate
the intensity of penumbra. Another advantage of VSMs
was that it supported self-shadowing. By applying a blur
filtering in a separate step, soft shadow was achieved.
σ2 =
∫ +∞
−∞
x2 p(x)dx,µ =
∫ +∞
−∞
xp(x)dx (1)
By solving the one-tailed version of Chebyshev’s
inequality [45] to compute the intensity for d f ragment > µ :
P(dmap ≥ d f ragment)≤ Pmax(d f ragment)≡ σ
2
σ 2+(d f ragment−µ)2
(2)
where dmap is a variable of a distribution with mean and
variance and d f ragment is the fragment’s depth.
To calculate the M1 regular shadow mapping is used.
For M2 shadow mapping with depth squared is used.
However, because of non-planarity, incorrectly-lit is still a
problem with VSM.
Fig. 5: (a) Variance Shadow Maps (b) Result of VSSM
[21] proposed a beneficial algorithm to solve both
VSM problems. They called the algorithm Layered
Variance Shadow Maps (LVSM). LVSM divided the
depth shadow into layers. This technique has some
advantages and disadvantages.
Although it precisely reduced the texture, it was also
applied to solve other problems in the VSSM method. By
managing the layers it eliminated leakage between layers.
More layers had less bleeding resulting in higher quality.
1.7 Partitioning
[7] proposed a new technique which could generate
semi-soft shadows entitled ”Cascaded Shadow Maps”
(CSM). Cascaded shadow maps tried to reduce aliasing
by increasing high resolution for areas in the scene which
were close to the view point and by decreasing the
resolution for areas of the scene that were far away. CSM
splits the view frustum into some segments and fills the
z-buffer for each segment separately. CSM was used for
wide scenes such as large terrain. CSM algorithm is done
in two steps. Rendering from light source position and
camera position are the two different data which store in
z-depth respectively. Allocating an appropriate resolution
is the next step of this algorithm which gives good
enough quality.
Recently, [24] worked on a ”Cascade Shadow Map”
for the cases that direction of camera view and direction
of the light not perpendicular. They presented a Light
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Space Cascade Shadow Map (LiSCSM) and tried to solve
the shortcomings of cascade shadow map by splitting the
scene into non-intersection layers and creating one depth
for each of the layers in the light space. This allowed for
the existence of different shadow maps without any
intersection sample points. To have soft enough shadows
and avoid shadow flicking, the algorithm was combined
with a stable cascade shadow map.
Fig. 6: (a) Theory of view frustum splitting, (b) Result of CSM
with 3 partitions in 1024*1024 resolution
[3] proposed a new technique named Convolution
Shadow Maps that became an effective arbitrary linear
shadow filter. Convolution Shadow Maps replaced storing
depth values at each pixel by encoding a binary visibility
function.
The main difference between Convolution Shadow
Maps and PCF is that the Convolution Shadow Maps took
into account Fourier’s expansion instead of using
statistical estimates of the depth distribution. Converging
toward the PCF solution is another difference with respect
to VSM, when more Fourier coefficients were added. PCF
equation was trans-formed to Convolution Shadow Maps
by exchanging square wave function to with the
combination of basic functions when no shadow testing is
required for filtering.
Fig. 7: A comparison between VSM and Convolution Shadow
Maps
Recently Bavoil [5], proposed a new technique to
create soft shadows by averaging hard shadows from
multiple points of light evenly distributed on a lit area.
Multi-View Soft Shadows (MVSSs) worked as
accumulation-buffer rendering [18]. A feature unique to
this technique was a single rendering for MVSS from
point of view. The algorithm was implemented in two
accurate steps. Firstly, the scene geometry was rasterized
into multiple shadow maps. Each point of the light source
data must be rasterized by a single shadow map. In the
second step, soft shadow was rendered by averaging the
hard shadows of each shadow map per pixel shade.
To avoid self-shadowing artifacts, MVSSs like PCSSs
use a depth bias. This was done by pushing shadow map
fragments away from the light sources. MVSSs required
smaller kernels compared to PCSSs; therefore, they can
use smaller depth bias without introduc-ing artifacts. This
makes MVSS technique more robust than PCSS to support
self-shadowing.
2 Discussion
Shadow mapping requires an extension to be implemented
in current graphics hardware. It uses GL ARB SHADOW
for the comparison between depth values. A problem with
shadow mapping sampling occurs when surfaces are too
close together. Offsetting the Z-value using a small bias is
a solution to this problem [40,13,27].
2.1 Culling
[6] used a culling method to reduce parts of the shadow
receiver that made no contribution to the visible shadows.
Many researchers have used culling techniques to reduce
the part of the rendering scene to speed up the rendering
process by using a mask of potential shadow receivers to
cull the shadow casters. Many different receiver masks
have been proposed and compared in terms of rendering
times and computation costs. The greatest benefit is that
this method speeds up by 3x-10x for wide scenes and by
1.5x-2x for regular scenes. The algorithm can be
summarized in four steps. The first two steps are to
determine the shadow receivers and to generate a mask
for shadow receivers. Then, using the mask, cull the
shadow casters in the rendering and finally, compute the
shading. The main difference between these methods and
previous culling algorithms are steps 2 and 3.
The mask in the light view represents the shadow
receivers. A very simple approximation of this mask can
be calculated by rendering bounding boxes of shadow
receivers that can be seen from view-point in the stencil
buffer. Four types of receiver masks were investi-gated.
They are Bounding Volume Mask (MVOL), Geometry
Mask (GEOM), Combined GEOM and MVOL
(GEOM+MVOL) and Fragment Mask (FRAG).
[36] used [6] in Alan Wake. To recognize visibility
from a view point, a ierarchical hardware-based query
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occlusion algorithm was used. They used a prototypical
implementation of a shadow caster-culling algorithm [6]
to obtain acceptable levels of shadow mapping. Although
using a hardware-based occlusion system has some
advantages, such as not requiring any modification to the
pipeline or game content, an application will be required
for a GPU assisted solution to synchronize the GPU and
the CPU. Another drawback is that valuable GPU time is
consumed, which could be a problem for some platforms.
Shadow mapping is sometimes unable to project the
whole environment in a single shadow map. In this case, all
light sources could be combined in one, but this solution
requires several shadow maps and consequently, increases
the time of rendering.
2.2 Partitioning
Partitioning is another solution used to alleviate
under-sampling errors. Z-partitioning is very well-known
and widely used in current game engines. In
Z-partitioning, the view frustum is split along the z-axis.
Shadow map will be stored separately for each partition.
Some famous algorithms which used this technique are
Plural Sunlight Buffers [38], Z-Partitioning [28], Parallel
Split Shadow Maps (PSSM) [42] and Cascaded Shadow
Maps (CSM) [7].
There are two methods which can be used to improve
z-partition algorithms. First, in all algorithms, n renderings
are necessary forn partitions. [43] proposed a technique to
reduce the number of renderings. The second aspect is to
find the best position for each split plane. Lloyd [29] [30]
proposed the following formula for split position:
Ci = zn(
z f
zn
)(
i
m ) (3)
where zn and z f are the near and far plane distances in the
view frustum and m is partition numbers. Logarithm
function changes the uniform distribution of partitioning.
In this case, the resolution of near partitions could be as
high as 128 or 64 bits, the middle partitions can have
medium resolution of 32 or 16 bits and finally, the third
part that is far away from the camera can have lesser
resolution of around 8 bits or less.
Z-partitioning is much more robust than warping
schemes because z-partitioning works independent of the
axes of shadow maps. [44] discussed the optimization of
z-partition with respect to flickering artifacts, split
section, strategies of shadow map storage, and filtering
across splits. [22] also proposed a probabilistic extension
for Cascaded Shadow Maps based on sample distribution
but this method requires special hardware to calculate the
depth histogram for the clustering approach.
In frustum face partitioning, shadow map must be
calculated for each face. This scheme is important for
LogPSM [30]. [22] presented Sample Distribution
Shadow Maps (SDSM), an automatic enhancement for
anti-aliasing of shadow mapping. SDSMs greatly reduced
Fig. 8: Left: z-partitioning by capturing four different shadow
maps for each partition. Right: result of cascade shadow mapping
with four partitions.
oversampling, under sampling and geometric aliasing
errors. The idea behind this method was to find the fixed
size and placement of z-partitions using the distribution
of the camera-space depth buffer for a current frame with
a light projection matrix. The algorithm looked for actual
light distribution samples of space shadow maps and
found an efficient place for each partition [4]. The world
space position for each depth buffer sample was
reconstructed and then projected into the light space in
order to generate shadow samples.
In basic logarithmic distributions, more partitions are
located near the camera. As a result, there may be no
objects on some partitions, whereas the SDSM logarithm
is an automatic recognition technique used to find
efficient partitions. Adaptive partitioning, which reduces
under-sampling errors, is the last kind of partition-ing
technique to be discussed here. Many techniques had
been proposed to allocate samples in an optimal way
before storing the shadow maps. The more prominent
techniques are ”Adaptive Shadow Maps” [9]. ”Tiled
Shadow Maps” [4], ”Resolution Matched Shadow Maps”
[23], ”Queried Virtual Shadow Maps” [11] and ”Fitted
Virtual Shadow Maps” [10,25].
3 Advantages and Shortcomings of Shadow
Maps
3.1 Advantages
A hardware-based occlusion system is fully free of any
geometrical calculations because of image basing. Stencil
buffer is not required. Moreover, it can easily support
primitives instead of supporting only polygons. The
ability of GPU is one of the advantages of each algorithm
in computer graphics as they can fully accelerate on GPU.
Shadow mapping can be implemented entirely on
GPU. Rendering speed is a critical subject in real-time
rendering. Using current hardware, shadow maps can be
generated faster than shadow volumes can be generated.
Of course, speed depends on the com-plexity of the scene.
Self-shadowing is an important factor for shadow
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algorithms; shadow maps can support it as well as shadow
volumes. Finally, shadow mapping can create soft
shadows.
3.2 Shortcomings
Aliasing is the biggest problem of shadow maps. Aliasing
is due to synchronization of the two depth maps. The
scene must be rendered separately for each light source.
This will take more time for an omnidirectional light
point. It requires a 180 degree shadow frustum that must
be handled by buffering. A problem occurs when a light
source is located inside the scene as this situation requires
six buffers to handle all shadow cases. Another
shortcoming of shadow maps is that they are
view-dependent and not robust.
Incorrect self-shadowing is another problem of shadow
maps. This is due to imprecision and under-sampling of the
depth values that store a shadow map per texel. Biasing is
needed in order to obtain robust results.
4 Conclusion
In this survey, we have discussed a variety of famous
image based shadow algorithms. An overview on each of
them was presented. Identifying the main advantages of
each algorithm was a prominent characteristic of this
paper. The shortcomings of the earlier algorithms are the
main reason new algorithms were devised. Most
importantly, how each algorithm works was discussed.
The figures illustrate the properties, advantages and
drawbacks of the algorithms. Finally, it was suggested
that it would be beneficial to know which algorithm is
best to use in different situations. Image based algorithms
are convenient when the cost of rendering is an important
consideration. In a situation that calls for a single shadow
map, LiSPSMs is a good choice as the algorithm
consumes as much as a traditional shadow mapping
technique, especially for outdoor rendering. Modification
of LiSPSMs using the method proposed by Lloyd et al.
[27] is recommended to keep the quality of shadow maps.
Z-partitioning is the most appropriate technique to
employ when multi shadow map are needed. Most of the
z-partitioning based algorithms are appropriate for this
situation, especially CSMs and PSSMs. Z-partitioning
based algorithm is also convenient in situations where
there are large scenes, such as most of the outdoor
rendering games. Adaptive partitioning is the best
algorithm when high quality is desired.
PCF is less expensive and alleviates some errors and
aliasing when filtering is required, especially for small
filtering kernels. For large filtering kernels, LVSMs
perform better. PCF is best used in cases requiring both
anti-aliasing and soft shadow generation and where
rendering time is a concern.
As we have shown, none of the algorithms are
suitable for all situations nor can they solve all the
problems simultaneously. We hope this review can help
researchers choose the best algorithm to meet their goals.
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